


The Northeast is known in the rest of India only as a region of
conflict. That there is violence in the region is beyond doubt
but that is not its only identity. The State views the conflicts
only as a law and order issue. The authors of papers in the
present book try to find out whether it is only a law and order
issue or more than that. These case studies done by students
and other beginners are an effort to identify the causes of the
conflicts and possible solutions to them. The region
experiences both nationalist and ethnic conflicts. Though
some communities studied here get the support of nationalist
militant organisations, the focus in this book Is on ethnic
conflicts. Some of them are around land and other are for

protection of identity or culture. Though one of these issues
predominates in each conflict, most of them combine them
into one. As a result, nationalist, cultural and political
demands merge in them. An understanding of these issues is
required in order to find solutions to the conflicts that the
region faces.
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E INTRODUCTION

Lazar Jeyaseelan

Conflicts occur because of a varietyof reasons. Thosewho
indulge in them justify them as struggles for justice. For some
theyare a way of life. Mostordinary people want to live in peace
but are often dragged into them against their will. Those affected
by them tend to see insurgencyonly as a law and order issue though
most conflicts go beyond it. When a problem is not solved for a
long time, popular resentment can result in a conflict. Ifit continues
for a long time it can become a vested interest of those who
benefit from it. They may include the community leaders, the
militants, the security forces and businesspersons. The militants
give expression to the resentment that is more often than not,
created bysocialand economicprocesses. Manycommonpersons
resort to a conflict when they, as a nation or people feel aggrieved
andnoneattendsto their grievances. Injustice too arouses genuine
anger. For example, when faced with atrocities such as rape,
murder, stealth and serious crimes against humanity, particularly
by the security forces whose mandate is to protect the citizens,
people feel angryand frustrated. If these crimesarenot dealtwith,
ordinary people may resort to violence to undo the evil. Violence
thus becomes a spontaneous act that is justified as natural and
just.

The Situation in the Northeast

All such situations seem to exist in the Northeast. The
causes differ. In some cases it may bepoverty, unemployment or
land alienation, inothercases it isatrocities by the security forces
or militants or criminal acts by anti-social elements. In many
instances it is search fora new identity. Grievances build upwhen
no steps are taken against the perpetrators of injustice. Angerand
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The district is named after the Karbls who are considered

indigenous to it. A section ofthe Kukis tries to find a new identity
through an autonomous council within the district. The threat
perception that results from it is accentuated bythe militant groups
that claim to represent and protect their own communities.
Extortion adds to the problem. Terang continues the same theme
and tries to find out the response of the community. Outsiders
may initiate processes of reconciliation but ultimately genuine
peace can come only from the communities involved.

In Manipur the extensionofthe Naga-Centreceasefirecaused
a major conflagration between the Meiteis and Nagas. Maring
identifies the processes that led to it. The Naga nationalist struggle
has been in existence for decades. The ceasefire of 1997 began a
possible peace process. A condition of the militant outfits was
greater Nagaland. Insteadof seeing the-issue in an overall North
Eastern perspective, the Centre extended the ceasefire to all the
Naga-inhabited areas. The Nagas found a new identity in Nagalim
but it was a threat to the Meiteis who have also had an eye on
tribal land. They consider terptorial integritybasic to their power
and identity. The protests tliat followed led to bloodshed and
greater polarisation than in the past. June 18, 2001 marked the
death of many persons and it has since then been commemorated
as Martyrs'' Day. The Centre withdrew ceasefireextension with
the same speed with which it had introduced it thus further
polarisingthe commtmities. The researchers trytounderstand the
issues involved and search for steps towards peace.

Manipur is representative of the diversity of ethnic groups
in the Northeast. It has also witnessed many conflicts between
them. Two of them are studied in this volume. Michael Haokip
studies the Kuki-Naga conflict. Both the Nagas and Kukis are
alliances of many tribes. Loyalties have changed at times. Thus,
there was a foundation of conflicts but a balance was kept for
many centuries because of their interdependent economies. The
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may sound simplistic or idealistic. Amid such simplicity, the fo
cus is on the youth and women, two groups without whose sup
port peace with justice Is not possible. By focusing on these groups
one attempts to introduce an element of hope. The thinking be-
hinSthe suggestipns is that peace is not merely absence of arms. It
isprimarily asearch for a new and justsociety that can instil hope
but has in reality become a source of division. The Church and
civil society groups, particularly women's organisations, seem to
be the best groups to bring about unity. They need to study some
traditional conflict management systems and update them. They
need training in many techniques. Women's organisations, for
example, have done much for peace butthey need a better analyti
cal outlook than what they have. The Churches run institutions
that bring all the tribes together under one roof. But they have
used them primarily foreducation and spiritual formation, notfor
peace building processes. Church leaders need to be trained in
this direction. The civil society groupscan supplement this effort.

Thus, the focus of the studies is a new society. Some sug
gest a new economy and others speak of a new identity. Their
common thrust is peace with justice.
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